The Anam Cara Group
Walled Lake, MI
947-800-6070

Sex Trafficking Investigations in Michigan
Date/Time/Location
December 7th, 2018 / 8am-4pm / Marshall Regional Law Enforcement Center, 714 N. Old 27, Marshall,
MI 49068

Course Summary
This course is designed to go beyond basic awareness and identification of sex trafficking victims and
suspects. This course will provide an in-depth look into the sex trafficking culture in Michigan.
Completion of the course will provide a solid foundation in which investigators will be able to develop
a successful sex trafficking case. This course is presented by veteran Police investigators with
experience at the State and Federal level. Their criminal investigation experience includes but is not
limited to the following; homicide, armed robbery, CSC, child pornography, internet-based crimes,
undercover narcotics, undercover surveillance, and sex trafficking. The presenters will provide case
studies of both successful and unsuccessful sex trafficking investigations. This will provide attendees
with the knowledge of how to build and prosecute a sex trafficking case based on real life techniques
and real-world failures. The presenters will train participants in “a victim centered investigative
approach.” This approach enhances rapport with a victim, that leads to finding the services and
assistance that they require, both immediately and in the future. This course is an authentic and
relevant application class. Attendees will not have theories or statistics thrown at them. This is a
“How to” course taught by Police investigators, who are helping juvenile and adult victims free
themselves from the sex trafficking lifestyle, AND, achieving successful convictions on human
trafficking charges.
Cost and Registration
The cost for this training is $150.00 per person. We are a MCOLES approved training provider and this
course is MCOLES 302 Funding approved.
To register please email or call Jill at jill@theanamcaragroup.org or (947) 800-6070
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